
ON POTENTIALS OF POSITIVE MASS*

PART I

by

GRIFFITH C. EVANS

I. Introduction

A recent contribution to potential theory is characterized by the names of

Lebesgue, Wiener, Kellogg, Vasilesco and Bouligand. Central features of

this contribution are the notions of capacity and of regular boundary point,

which are related to each other by Kellogg's hypothetical lemma.f A recent

memoir by de la Vallée Poussin reinterprets these theories in the light of

potentials of positive mass and the Poincaré sweeping out process.{ In the

present memoir, the author's aim is to push on the development of these

central problems of mass distribution, regularity, capacity, and approxima-

tion, and to answer definitely some of the questions which have become im-

portant. Fortunately there is already at hand, in the analysis of the general

integral or linear functional of Radon, Daniell, and F. Riesz, the precise

mathematical tool which is necessary.§

1. Integrals and potentials. Let F be a closed bounded point set, T the

infinite domain lying in the complement of F, whose boundary t consists en-

tirely of points of F. We consider an arbitrary distribution of positive mass

fie) on F, finite in total amount.|| The potential of this mass, at a point M,

is given by the generalized Stieltjes integral

* Preliminary reports presented to the Society at the meetings of December 29, 1932, October 28,

1933, and December 27, 1933; received by the editors June 25, 1934. The material except §22, Part

II, has been delivered as a course of lectures at the Rice Institute in the Spring and Fall of 1933.

t O. D. Kellogg, Foundations of Potential Theory, Berlin, 1929, p. 337.

% C. de la Vallée Poussin, Extension de la méthode du balayage de Poincaré, et problème de Dirichlet,

Annales de l'Institut Henri Poincaré, vol. 2 (1932), pp. 169-232.

§ G. Radon, Theorie und Anwendungen der absolut additiven Mengenfunktionen, Sitzungsberichte

der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien, vol. 122, Ha (1913), pp. 1295-1438; Über die Randwertauf-

gaben beim logarithmischen Potential, ibid., vol. 128 (1919), pp. 1123-1167.
P. J. Daniell, (1) A general form of integral, Annals of Mathematics, vol. 19 (1918), pp. 279-294;

(2) Further properties of the general integral, ibid., vol. 21 (1920), pp. 203-220.

F. Riesz, Über lineare Funktionalgleichungen, Acta Mathematica, vol. 41 (1916-18), pp. 71-98.

II That is,/(e) is an additive, bounded, not negative function of Borel measurable point sets e,

such that/(e • CF) = 0, CF being the complement of F.
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extended over the whole of space ; when necessary we denote this entire space

by W, so that W — F, W—t, etc. have meaning.

Let í be a closed bounded set which is the boundary of a domain S ; as a

whole or in part s may be the boundary also of other domains Bx, B2, • - • ,

which thus constitute in their totality an open set B. The set s+B is a closed

set G which may or may not have points in common with F.

It is of frequent application that if fie) is a distribution of positive mass

on F, bounded in total amount, the same is true of the function

fie) =fie-E)

where E is any fixed set, measurable Borel. Also if/'(e),/"(c) are two such

functions, with/(e) =f'(e)+f"(e), and <p(P) a continuous point function,

f *iP)dfie) =    f 4>iP)dfUe) +   f 4>iP)df"ie).
J w J w J w

The same equation remains valid for the generalized integral, <j>iP) not being

continuous, as far as the integrals exist.

Let now/i(e),/2(e), ■ • • form a denumerable sequence of such functions

chosen so that fxiF) + f2iF) + • • • is convergent. The functions

/"(e) = fiie) + Me) + ■■■ + /„(e), /(e) = f^e) + Me) + ■■■ ,

fie) = /n+i(e) + fnMe) + ■ • •

are distributions of positive mass on F, finite in total amount, and if 4>iP) is

continuous,

(1) f 4>iP)dfie) = lim   f 4>iP)df*ie).

In fact,

f 4>iP)dfie) =    f *iP)dfie) +    f *(P)¿r"(e),
J w J w J w

and, as in (3), below,

^ r»(F) (u.b. on F oí \ é>iP)\ ).
/,

4>iP)dr\e)
w

We introduce the function

ft*(J£, P) = 1/iMP), MP ^ l/N,

= N, MP < l/N.
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This is a continuous function of P to which (1) applies. Hence, for all N,

f hN(M, P)dfieP) = lim    f hN(M, P)dfn(eP) ¿ lim inf   f  -dfn(eP),

and

f   •-dfiep) ¿ lim inf   f-¿/"M,
Jw MP „=-    Jw MP

admitting -f œ asa possible value of the integral. Also

f hNiM, P)dfieP) ̂     f Ä"(M, P)dfn(eP) and

f  -dfiep) ^   f  -df-iep)
Jw MP Jw MP

for every n. Hence

-dfiep) S; lim sup   I    -dfnieP).
W MP n—      J w MP

From the two inequalities we deduce

(2) f  -j- dfiep) = lim   f  -¿- á/»f>,),
^ w  MP n=-   ̂  it  MP

which is an identity in the potential functions of the various masses.

Let £ be a set measurable Borel. If <piP) is bounded and continuous in W

and ¡4>iP) | ¿N on E, we have

(3) I f 4>(P)df(E-eP)¿NfiE),

and if <pi(P) and c/>2(P) are bounded and continuous in W and identical on E,

then

(4) f 4>i(P)df(E-eP) =    f 4>i(P)df(E-eP).
J w J w

So much is seen, for (3), by taking the Stieltjes integral as the limit of a

Riemann sum on a net ; and (4) is an immediate consequence of (3).

But further, if the set E is merely measurable Borel, and <p, 4>i, 4>i are merely

measurable Borel in W, then (3) is valid if \4>(P)\ ¿N on E, and (4) if
4>i(P) =4>2(P) on E, provided the integrals are convergent.

In fact, if we define the class To, of Daniell, as the class of functions

<p(P) on E which can be extended so as to be bounded and continuous in W,
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and take the range of the variable P as the set E, the integral defined by the

equation

I =   f 4>iP)dfie) =    ( 4>iP)dfiEeP)

is uniquely determined by the values of <£(P) on E, satisfies the postulates

(C), (.4), (Z,), (P) of Daniell,* and is therefore a general /-integral on E. It

is merely the postulate (7.) which requires attention :

(£) If 0i(P) ^4>2(P) ̂  • • • on E and lim (ra= °o)0n(P) =0 for all P in E,

then lim (ra=°o) /(</>„) = 0.

If E is closed, the <f>n(P) approaches 0 uniformly on E, and (3), for con-

tinuous functions, yields the conclusion (L). If E is not closed, and <px(P) 2= Nx

on\E, the lesser, nevertheless, of the two values <f>x(P), Ai forms a continuous

function \p(P) on W. Moreover I(\p) =I(<pi) by (4). Hence without loss of

generality we may suppose <£„(P) ̂  Ai in PF. Now, given «>0, E contains

a closed set Ex, such that f(E)— f(Ei) <e/Nx; moreover/(e- [7£ —Ex]) is a

positive distribution of mass. We have

7(0.) - 7i(0„) =  J <t>,XP)dfiE-eP) -   J <PniP)dfiEx-eP)

=  j <j>niP)dfi[E - Ex]-eP) < Nx*/Nx = e.

But lim 7i(0n) =0; whence lim /(#„) ^e. Consequently also lim /(<£„) =0.

Let T„ be a spherical region of radius p and center Q, and denote by

t/f (Q) the contribution to the potential at Q due to the mass on Tp. We

note, with de la Vallée Poussin, that if U(Q) is finite,

(5) Urn Ur(Q) = 0.
p = 0

In fact, given e>0, we can choose N so that

U^iQ) =   f ¿"(O, P)d/(e/.) > t/(<?) - e/2.
j w

* Daniell, loc. cit. (1), p. 280. The postulates (C), (A), (P) are as follows: (C) If 6(P) = c<i>(P)

on E, J(9) = c/(</>); (A) If 0(P)=*,(P)-|-fc(P) on £, 7(e) = /(¿i) +/(*»); (P) H *(P)ë0 on P,

^(#)ë0. If these postulates are satisfied for functions of the class To, which has to be closed with

respect to the operations of addition, multiplication by a constant, logical addition and logical multi-

plication, they remain as properties for the class of functions to which the operation I is generalized.

This class in our case contains all those functions on E which arise from functions bounded and meas-

urable Borel on W.
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Hence, with this value of N, since the integrands are positive,

J* V(Q, P)df(T,-eP) > UTpiQ) - e/2, for all p.

But hNiQ, P) is bounded and lim (p =0)/(r„) =0, since otherwise C/(Ç) would

be + oo ; and we can therefore choose p0 >0 so that

j h»iQ,P)dfiT,-eP) <t/2, p¿p0.

Whence

Vr,(Q) < «, P ¿ Po-

2. Potentials and superharmonic functions. A function u(M) is super-

harmonic in a bounded domain Q if (i) it is lower semicontinuous in 0, not

identically equal to + °o, and (ii) given any regular closed surface cr, con-

tained with its interior in fi, and any function v(M) continuous within and on

cr, harmonic within cr, such that v(M) ¿u(M) on a, then also v(M)¿u(M)

within o-.f For (ii) may be substituted the statement that u(M) is at least as

great as its mean on any spherical surface of center M and radius p, for all p

sufficiently small, depending on M. Instead of a spherical surface, a spherical

volume may be used.

It will be convenient to speak of a function simply as superharmonic if it

is superharmonic in every bounded domain, and as superharmonic in an in-

finite domain if it is superharmonic in every bounded domain contained in

the infinite domain.

Let fli be any domain contained with its boundary ß* in ñ. A function

which is superharmonic in Ü cannot take on its lower bound b for Qi at any

point of Í2i unless it is identically constant. On the other hand, given e>0,

the set of points in fíi + fii* where w(lf) ¿b+e is closed and not empty. Hence

uiM) must take on the value b at some point of Q*. It is F. Riesz's fundamen-

tal theorem that w(Af) may be written in Qi as the sum of a potential of a

distribution of positive mass on Qh finite in total amount, and a function

harmonic in Sli.%

The potential U(M) satisfies the conditions (i), (ii), and accordingly is

superharmonic. Conversely, */ «(Jlf) satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) in W, is

harmonic outside F and vanishes continuously at », it must be the potential

t For the analysis of superharmonic functions, see F. Riesz, (1) Sur les fonctions subharmoniques

et leur rapport à la théorie du potentiel, Acta Mathematica, vol. 48 (1926), pp. 329-343; (2) same title.

ibid., vol. 54 (1930), pp. 321-360.
J A proof of F. Riesz's theorem is given in §4, below.
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U(M) of a distribution of positive mass on F, finite in total amount.]

In order to prove this statement we apply the theorem of F. Riesz to

a spherical region Oi, of radius p and center at a point of F, which contains F

in its interior. Since u(M) is harmonic outside F the distribution of positive

mass must lie on F. Given e>0, we take p so large that the potential U(M)

of this distribution is -Ze/2 on ß*, and also so large that |m(M)| is èe/2

on Oi*, and write, for all M in W,

u(M) = V(M) + v(M).

Then v(M) is harmonic in ßi and continuous in ßi+ß*, and |i>(M)| ^e on

ß*. Hence \v(M)\ ge in ßi. But this means that v(M)=0.

Lemma. If Ux(M) and U2(M) are potentials of positive mass distributions

/i(«)i/i(«) on F, and U2(M) ̂  UX(M), for all M, then f2(F) â/i(F).

In fact, if U2(M) = Ux(M) in T their total masses are equal:

r dUx r  du2
I     -dor =    I     -da,

J c    an Jç    dn

C being a smooth surface sufficiently large to contain F in its interior.f If

Ut(Mi)>Ux(Mi) for some Mx in T, it follows that U2(M) > Ux(M) for all M

in T, for U2(M) è Ux(M) and both functions are harmonic in T. Hence by

taking C as a spherical surface of radius p sufficiently large and developing

U2 — Ux about oo, we see that

r  dU2 r  dUx
I     - da >     I-der,

J c    dn J c    dn
and

f2(F)>fx(F).

2.1. Increasing sequences of potentials. A function which is the limit of

an increasing sequence of superharmonic functions and is not identically

+ oo is also superharmonic. A similar proposition is the following :

Theorem. A function u(M) which is the limit of an increasing sequence of

potential functions U„(M) of positive masses /„(e) on F, such that /„(F) is

bounded, independently of ra, is also a potential of a positive distribution /(e) on

F, with

/(F) = lim/„(F).

t An obvious generalization of de la Vallée Poussin's theorem, loc. cit., p. 210.

t Where « stands for the direction of the normal to a simple closed surface it is taken as positive

towards the interior.
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In fact, «(M) is not identically + °o since the convergence of the sequence

is uniform outside a sufficiently large sphere. Hence «(M) is superharmonic.

Moreover, as is well known, f there exists (by the Cantor "diagonal process")

a subsequence /„¡(e) and a rectangular neti?, such that for every mesh a of R

we have

(6) /(«) = lim/n,.(co),
fli= »

where/(e) is a certain distribution of positive mass on F. And if cp(P) is any

continuous function,

(7) lim    J   4>dfm =   f 4>df.

The equations (6), (7) are characteristic of what Radon calls weak convergence.%

Let UiM) be the potential oí fie). We show that UiM) = uiM), by using

the mean value on a spherical surface.

2.2. Mean value on a spherical surface. Denote by Auiß, Q) the average

value of a function w(Af) on a spherical surface C(ß, Q) of radius p and center

Q--
(8) Auip,Q)=-—(       uiM)dM.

4irp2 JC(p,<3)

We have, for the potential UiM),

Avip, Q)=T-if        dM f  ~77 df(ep)

(8') =-  f   dfiep) f -dM,
A-Kp2Jw JCif.Q)   MP

Auip, Q)=   f h"'®, PWiep)

from the fact that fc [1/iMP) ]dM is the potential at P of a uniform distribu-

tion on Cip, Q). But hll'iQ, P) is a continuous function of P.

For any superharmonic function u, we have

(9) uiQ)= lim Auip,Q).

For uiQ) ¿lim inf (p = 0)/l„(p, Q), being lower semicontinuous, and uiQ)

^Au(p, Q) from the property (ii) ; that is, uiQ) has what may be called the

"super-mean" property. Hence lim ip=0)Au(p, Q) exists and satisfies (9).

t J. Radon, Über lineare Funktionalgleichungen, Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissen-

schaften in Wien, vol. 128 (1919), pp. 1083-1121, p. 1092.
Î Ibid., p. 1088. The equation (7) is, in fact, Radon's definition of weak convergence. For the

sake of its more evident relation to the structure of the Stieltjes integral, however, we shall say that

the sequence of positive mass distributions {/„(«) ) converges weakly to /(e) if fn(W) is bounded,

independently of n, and lim («= °°)/«(")=/(«) for every mesh a of some rectangular net.
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Moreover, from (ii), it is evident that if u(M) is superharmonic, ^4u(p, Q) is

monotone increasing as p tends to zero. In particular, 77(0= Um (p = 0)

Au(p, Q).
Returning to the statement to be proved, we note that from (8), since

the Un form a monotonie sequence,

Au(p,Q) = Um Au,(p, Q),

and from (8'), by means of the weak convergence property (7),

Au(p,Q) =  lim AUniip,Q).
ni=<v

Hence Au(p, Q) =Au(p, Q), and accordingly, by (9),

u(Q) = U(Q).

But this is what was to be proved. If we take the integral over a large

spherical surface C, we have fc(du/dn)da = xim.(n=^)fc(dUn/dn)do, or

/(F)=lim(ra = œ)/„(F).
Evidently a sufficient condition that /„(F) be bounded is that u(M) be

not identically infinite. For in that case un(M) will converge uniformly to

uiM) in any closed region which has no points in common with F.

3. Generalized derivatives. We recaU some properties of generalized de-

rivatives, with special relation to the potential function.f Since the space

integral of 1/(MP2) extended over a bounded domain ß is convergent,—in

fact, for every P,

(10) I    -dM < 4ird
Ja MP2

where d is the diameter of the domain,—it is easily verified that the quantity

Ua(M),

/'   cos iMP, a)

a being a fixed direction in space, is a summable function, spatially, of M,

and that

JC   cos iMP, a)                    C               C   cos (MP, a)
dM-—df(eP)= df(eP)        -dM.

n       Jw        MP' J Jw Ja MP2

t G. C. Evans, Complements of potential theory, II, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 55

(1933), pp. 29-t9.
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We denote by <£<,(«) the function of point sets generated by f,UaiM)dM.

It is absolutely continuous. Moreover, since wherever U Xi/M), UyiM), U.iM)

exist,

(12) Ua(M) = UxiM) cos (x, a) + UyiM) cos (y, a) + U,(M) cos (z, a),

it follows that

(13) $a(e) = 3>z(e) cos (x, a) + $v(e) cos (y, a) + <£»(M) cos (z, a),

for every spatially measurable point set e.

We'denote by DaU the Lebesgue derivative of the absolutely continuous func-

tion of point sets $a(e); it exists almost everywhere. In particular, from (13),

it exists wherever DXU, DVU, DZU exist, and it satisfies the relations

DaU = DXU cos (x, a) + DyU cos (y, a) + DtU cos (z, a),

(14)
DaU  =   Ua,

except possibly on a set of spatial measure zero which is independent of a.

Finally, from the convergence of fadMf[l/(MP2)\df(ep) it follows that

f[l/iMP2)]dfieP), /[cos iMP, x)/iMP2)]dfieP), f[l/(MP)]df(eP) represent
summable functions of x on almost all lines of direction x. It may be easily

verified that on any line / where /[l/(MP2) }dfieP) is summable the total mass

must be zero, and that on one of these non-exceptional lines / of direction x,

if we select a point A where UiA) is finite,

'B Ç   cos iMP, x) f ÇB cos iMP, x)
dxM

J'"        r  cos (MP, x) r r1
dxM I   -777^-dKep) =   I       dttep)

a           Jw        MP2 J w-i Ja MP2

- L[jp-ip]df{ep) =/i¿-¿>/M

= U(B)- U{A),

so that UiB) exists everywhere on / and is absolutely continuous in x.f

That is to say, on almost all lines with a given direction a, UiM) is abso-

lutely continuous as a function of distance on the line, and its partial derivative

exists and has almost everywhere on the line the value

dU
(15) -= DaU =  Ua.

da

That this relation holds almost everywhere in space follows from the spatial

t A generalization of these formulas, for integration along a curve, is given by W. H.

Binney, An elliptic system of integral equations on summable functions, in the present number

of these Transactions, pp. 254-265; see Lemma C.
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measurability of the partial derivative numbers. The exceptional set, how-

ever, is not shown to be independent of a.

For a surface o, bounding a domain ß, sufficiently smooth for Green's

theorem to hold, we have

(16) f DaUdM =   I    -dM =    f U„dM =    f U cos (n, a)dM,
Ja J a   da Ja J<¡

which is a sort of three-dimensional statement of absolute continuity along

the direction a. The author has used the phrase UU is a potential of its vector

or generalized derivative DaU" to signify the relation

(16') f DJJdM =    f U cos (x, a)dM, for all a,
Jo J c

even if dU/da may fail to exist.

By Riesz's fundamental theorem, it follows that (16) applies to a function

u for a bounded region ß contained with its smooth boundary within any

domain in which u is superharmonic.

4. Further properties of the average. Riesz's theorem. In order to illus-

trate further useful properties of the average we shall give a brief proof of

the theorem on the resolution of a superharmonic function into a potential

and a harmonic function, in line with the ideas of F. Riesz and T. Radó.

Denote by u(p, Q) or au(p, Q) or, for brevity, u„, the average of a function

u(M) over a spherical region T(p, Q) of center Q and radius p; we take the

same p for all Q. Similarly, denote by u(p , p", Q) or m„<p" the iterated average,

obtained by averaging u(p', M) over a sphere of radius p" and center Q.

We have

(17) u(p,Q) =— fPAu(P,Q)p2dp,

Au being the mean on the spherical surface, as before. Significant properties

of these averages are well known and easily established.f If u(M) is summable

in a domain ß, u(p, M) is continuous in any portion of ß distant from the

boundary of ß by as much as p, and lim (p = 0) uip, M) = u(M) for almost all

M; duip, M)/dx, du(p, M)/dy, du{p, M)/dz exist and equal the generalized

derivatives almost every where ; if w(M) is a potential function of its general-

ized or vector derivative, as in (16'), §3, then

t H. E. Bray, Proof of a formula for an area, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society,

vol. 29 (1923), pp. 264-270; Green's lemma, Annals of Mathematics, vol. 26 (1925), pp. 278-286; T.
Radó, Remarques sur les fonctions subharmoniques, Comptes Rendus de l'Académie des Sciences, vol.

186 (1928), pp. 346-348; F. Riesz, Memoir (2) cited in §2, see p. 342 ff., where other references are

given.
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àuip, Q)
Í18) aDaUip, Q) = Daauip, Q) = —-^-,

da

these quantities being continuous. Hence by iterating the averaging opera-

tion the derivatives to any order may be made continuous.

If uiM) is superharmonic in ß, Auip, M) and a„(p, M) are superharmonic

in any portion of ß distant from the boundary of ß by more than p. In fact,

if we write uiQ) =«(0, 0, 0), w(ikf)=«(x, y, z), «(P)=w(x+£, y+17, z+J"),

and formulate explicitly the averages, we see that the successive averaging

operations are commutative; that is, for all p sufficiently small

uip,p',Q)=-—-I dxdydz-—-I m(x + £, y + 17, z + C)dtdr¡dC
(19) 47rp'3*'r-G„,<» W Jr(p,0)

-«(p',P,0.

Now «(p, M) is continuous in M ; moreover from (ii), §2,

«(p, G) = -7—: f        uiM)dM Jt —— f        uip', M)dM = «(p', p, Q),
4Trp3Jrip,Q) 4ttp3 Jrcp.Q)

so that, from (19),

«0», Q) = «(p. p'. Ö) - T—r f      m(p, *)¿A
4xp3 Jr(/,',c})

which is a substitute for the condition (ii), and makes w(p, M) superharmonic.

A similar demonstration applies to the A -operation.

Again let uiM) be superharmonic in ß. The function uipi, p2, • ■ ■ , pk, Q)

is a weighted mean of uiM) over a sphere T(pi+p2+ • • ■ +pk, Q), such that

u(pi, Pi, ■ ■ ■ , Pk, Q) ¿uiQ). Moreover, since uiM) is lower semicontinuous,

uiQ) ¿lira inf ÍM = Q)u\m) ; hence

lim w(pi, p2, • • • , pk, Q) = uiQ), Q in Í2,

as pi, Pi, ■■ ■ , Pk tend independently to zero. In particular,

(19') lim«<»>(p,0=«(e),QinO,
P=0

where «<*>(p, Af) =«(pi, p2, • • ■ , pk, M) with pi=p2= • ■ • =pk=p, and in-

creases monotonically as p decreases to zero.

Let D be a bounded domain, Í2 a domain contained with its boundary Q*

in Z). Let fi„ ¿ = 1, 2, 3, be intermediate domains with boundaries ß,* such

that we have

ß + fi* in ßj; ß,- + ß<* in ßj+i, i - 1, 2; ßj + ß3* in D,
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and ß,* is sufficiently smooth for application of Green's Theorem to regions

bounded internally or externaUy by it.

Theorem or F. Riesz. If uiM) is superharmonic in D, it may be written

in the form

u(M) = UiM) + viM), MinSl,

where UiM) is the potential of a distribution of positive mass on ß, finite in

total amount, and viM) is harmonic in ß.

Let ull)(M), um(M), ■ ■ • , uip)(M), • ■ • be a monotonic-increasing se-

quence of continuous superharmonic functions, with limit uiM), in a region

ß4 which contains ß3+ß3*; for instance, let u{p)(M) be the average

u(l/(po+p), M), with po fixed and sufficiently great. Define

up(M) = u<»>(M),  M in Í2i + Oí*,

= wp(M),    M in ß3 - (ßi + ßi*),

= u<-r)(M\,  M in ß4 - ßs,

where wp(M) is the function which is harmonic in ß3 — (ßi+ß*) and takes

on continuously the boundary values u{v)(M) on ß* and ß*.

Then up(M) is continuous in ß4 and evidently possesses the super-mean

property. It is therefore superharmonic in fl4. Moreover the sequence uP(M)

is monotonic-increasing, and ^u(M), converging accordingly to a function

w(M), superharmonic in ß4. We note that w(M) is harmonic in ß3 —(ßi+ß*)

and identical with u(M) in ßi+ß*.

We take 4p small in comparison with the distances between ß* and the

boundary of ß4, between ß* and Of, and between ß* and ß*; and consider

the function w(p, p, p, p, M) = w(i)(p, M), which is superharmonic in a region

which contains ß3+ß3* and is identical with w(M) in a neighborhood of ß2*,

where it is harmonic. The function ww(p, M) has continuous third-order par-

tial derivatives, and tends, increasing monotonicaUy, to wiM) in a domain

which includes ß3, as p tends to zero. By means of Green's theorem, as applied

to ß2, we have the decomposition

w^ip, M) = t74(A7) + VoiM),  M in ß2,

where ?74(Af) is the potential of a distribution of positive continuous density

on ß2, finite in total amount, and where v0iM) is harmonic in ß2, continuous on

ßü+ß*. Since VoiM) involves merely the boundary values of ww and dww/dn

on ß2, it follows that v0(M) will remain independent of p, as p tends to zero.

The potential Ut(M) therefore increases monotonicaUy as p tends to

zero. Moreover, since Ut(M) is identical with w(M) —v0(M) in the neighbor-
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hood of ß2, and is harmonic there, the total mass is given by 4x times the

integral of the normal derivative of w(M) — VoiM), and does not involve p.

Hence by the theorem of §2.1, the function

t7i(ilf) = lim UiiM)

is the potential of a distribution of positive mass fie) on a bounded set, and

is bounded in total amount.

We have

uiM) = wiM) = VoiM) +    f   -dfiep),        M in ß.
J w MP

Writing

fie) =fie-Q)+fie-iW-Q)),

UiM) =    f   -dfiep Q), viM) = VoiM) +   f   -¿/(eP-(!F - Q)),
J w MP J w MP

we shall have

uiM) = UiM) + viM),        MinQ,

according to the conditions of the theorem.

II. Limiting values of potential function

In general terms it seems safe to say that the potential of a positive distri-

bution of mass is greater where mass is than where it is not. In fact, the po-

tential cannot take on its upper bound at a point of positive distance from

the mass, being harmonic at such a point. Nevertheless it is evident that a

potential need not take on its upper bound at any point whatever in space,

and if our naive idea is to be made precise, it must involve the limiting values

of potential functions as we approach points of the mass distribution.

We note that for any point M whatever, on account of the lower semi-

continuity of UiM), and equation (9), §2.1,

(1) UiM) = lim inf UiM'),        M' in W.
M'=M

5. Points of continuity. In terms of the notation of §1 we have the fol-

lowing

Theorem. Let Q be a point of t, not an isolated point, and UiQ) finite; if

(2) lim UiP) = UiQ),        Pint,
P = Q
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then

(3) lim UiM) = UiQ),        MinT.
M=-Q

For this theorem, T may be any domain containing no points of F, whose

boundary / consists of points of F.

On account of (1) it is sufficient to prove that

lim sup UiM) Ú UiQ),        M in T.
M=Q

We assume that the theorem is false, and that therefore there is a sequence

of points Mi, M2, ■ ■ ■ in T, and a number e>0, such that

(4) UiMi) > UiQ) +e,        Urn Mt = Q.
,'=00

Let ei, 6s, ■■. be a sequence of positive numbers such that

«i + «j+ ••• <£e/2.

Let Tip, Q) be an open spherical neighborhood with center Q and radius p,

small enough so that the contribution UTfiiQ) to the potential at Q from the

mass on F Tip, Q) satisfies the inequality (see (5) §1)

Ur,iQ) < ei-

lt follows therefore that

UW-r,iQ) > UiQ) - ex.

We suppose also that p is small enough so that, for P in í-r(p, Q),

UiP) < UiQ) + H.

But Uw-tp(P) is continuous at Q lor any method of approach; let therefore

Tib, Q) he a second spherical neighborhood, concentric with T(p, Q), with

b <p, b being small enough so that, for P in r(5, Q),

UW-v,(P) > Uw_rp(Q) - e3 >  UiQ) -ex-e3.

Thus we have

UFpiP) < UiQ) + e2 - (7/(0 - 6i - e3),

i^rp(P) <ei + 62 + 63,        P'mtTiS,Q).

Denote the distance M{Q by ô\; we may assume without loss of generality

that 5, < 5/2 for all i. Let Qt be a point in F at the minimum distance, say

bi', from Mi. Such a point Q,- exists, since F is closed; moreover Qt lies in /,

since otherwise the segment QiM{ would contain a point of / nearer to M¡
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than Qi. Further, Q, lies in r(<5, Q), since QQí¿QMí+MíQí<o/2 + 8/2.
Finally, lim (i= oo)Qi = Q.

We have

(6) QiP ¿ QíMí + MiP ¿ 2MiP,        P inP-r(p, Q).

In fact, QíMí = Oí', MtPHi/. Also, for P in F-FYip, Q),

{        QiMA
QiP ¿ QíMí + MiP = ( 1 + ~-) MiP

\        MiP /

since for such P, MiP è QP — QM< ̂ p — ¿5,. Accordingly, since p > Ô > 5,\ü &,',

(7) Ç,P<fl + -^Wp,        PinF-P-r(p,0.

Now, from (6), (7), making use of the properties (C), (P) of the general

integral,

ViM,) = UTfiMi) + Uw.TpiMi) =   f  -^-dfiep- [F-r(p,0])
J w MiP

+   f  -77-7 dKer-[F-PnP,Q)\)
J w MiP

< 2UrpiQi) + (l + -^Uw_TfiQi)

- i/rp(Q.) + UiQ,) + —t Uw_TpiQ,)
p  —  Ö

< «i + a + «s + UiQ) + t2 + —Í- (1/(0 + ,,).
P - Ô

Choose now * great enough so that

5.-

P-Ô
Then

(U(Q) + €2) < t4.

UiMi) < UiQ) + a+ 2i2 + e3 + 64 < t7(0 + e.

But this statement contradicts (4). Accordingly the proof is complete.
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Corollary. Let Q be a point of t, isolated or not, and UiQ) = + °o. Then

lim UiM) = UiQ),        M inW.
M=Q

In fact, this is equation (1) in this case.

5.1. Frequency of points of continuity. Let the set / be without isolated

points; it is then perfect. Let Ti be any closed spherical region which con-

tains F in its interior. The functions

Tjmrp) =    f WO*, P')dfieP.)
J w

are, on Tx, positive, continuous, and bounded away from zero by a lower

bound independent of N, as N tends to + °o. Accordingly the functions

vNiP) = 1/U^iP)

are continuous and uniformly bounded on Fi, and the function

viP) = 1/77(P)

is a function of the first class of Baire on Ti. It is therefore punctually dis-

continuous on IVf Given any perfect subset E of t (for instance, all the points

of í in a closed spherical neighborhood of a point P of /) there will be points

of E at which î>(P) is continuous, considered only on E. In other words, ad-

mitting + oo as a possible value of U, we have the following proposition :

Theorem. If t is perfect, and P is given in t, then in any neighborhood of P

there is a point Q of t such that

lim UiP') = UiQ),        P' int.
P'=Q

By an application of the theorem of §5 we have the following corollary:

Corollary I. If t is perfect, and P is given in t, then in any neighborhood

of P there is a point Q of t such that

lim UiM) = UiQ),        M inT + t.
M=Q

The following corollary may also be stated, and proved in the same man-

ner as the above. In fact, in the theorem of §5 we may replace / by F, and

T by CF, although CF is not necessarily a domain, Q being a frontier point

of CF.

f Lebesgue, Leçons sur l'Intégration, Paris, 1928, p. 203.
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Corollary II. If F is perfect and P is a point of F, there will be, in any

neighborhood of P, a point Q of F such that

(8) lim UiM) = UiQ),        M inW.

This coroUary affords an immediate proof of KeUogg's Lemma (see §18).

6. The superior limit of the potential function. We return to the set t

as in §5, which is closed but not necessarUy perfect, and let F be a bounded

or an unbounded domain.

THEOREM.t Let Q be a point of t, not an isolated point, and let k, assumed

to be finite, be the superior limit of U(P), P in t, as P tends to Q. Given e>0, we

can find Qx in t, arbitrarily close to Q, so that

(9) lim sup U(M) < U(Qx) + 6 < ft + 2e,        M in T.
u-Q,

With 6i, es, • • • as before, we choose a neighborhood ß of Q of diameter

small enough so that U(P) <ft+e2 for P in /• ß. For Qx we take any point in

/•ß for which U(Qi) >k—es; this choice of Qx is possible by definition of ft.

The proof of the theorem from this point on is substantially that of the

theorem of §5, with Q oí §5 replaced by Qx. Hence it need not be repeated

here.

The foUowing simple remarks supplement the theorem just given.

I. If Q is an isolated point of t, either U(M) is continuous (and harmonic)

at Q, or else Um (M = Q) U(M) = U(Q) = + oo, for M in W.

If there is no mass on Q, U(M) is bounded and harmonic in the neighbor-

hood of Q and continuous at Q, therefore harmonic at Q. If there is a point

mass at Q, U(Q) = + oo, Urn (M = Q) U(M) = + ».

II. Let 2 be any domain and s its boundary, Q any point of s. Then

(10) lim sup U(P) ^ lim sup U(M),        P.Qins, M in 2.
P-Q Jf=Q

For there exists a sequence of points P< of s, tending to Q, such that

lim U(Pi) exists and equals lim sup (P=Q)U(P). But there is a sequence of

points Mi in 2, JJ7.P,-<e/2{, U(Mi)>U(Pi)-e/2i, e given >0; for U(M) is

lower semicontinuous. Hence, admitting the value + oo as a possible limit,

the equation (10) is established.

t The theorem is slightly sharper than the lemma of §2 of G. C. Evans, Application of Poincari's

sweeping-out process, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 19 (1933), pp. 457-461,

but the proof is quite similar. In the cited lemma I was assumed to contain all the mass, instead of

being merely a frontier of the mass, as here.

The theorem of §4 is a corollary of the above, by taking Qi = Q.
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III. We leave unanswered the questionf

(10') u.b. J7(P)(P in t) - u.b. UiM)iM in T)?

7. Inferior limit of the potential function. We shall see in §7.2 that there

may exist points of the mass where the potential is actually less than its lower

limit for approach not on the mass. For their consideration there is no gain in

restricting the sets in which they lie to points of the mass, specifically, and

accordingly we discuss them with reference to the sets s, 2, B of §1. We are

thus dealing with the properties of potentials as positive superharmonic func-

tions rather than as explicitly given integrals.

If there exists a potential UiM) of positive mass on F such that

(11) UiQ) < lim inf UiM),        Q in s, M in 2,
M=Q

we say that Q is an exceptional point of s with respect to 2 ; similarly we speak

of exceptional points of 5 with respect to 2+2?, etc. As is evident from the

definition, we are dealing with geometrical properties of the sets in question.

We use the symbol Cip, Q, E) for the portion of the spherical surface

Cifi, Q) which is common to it and a set E, measurable Borel. Such a portion

is also measurable Borel.

7.1. Special cases. We prove the following theorem:

Theorem I. If Q is an exceptional point of s with respect to 2,

CO», Q, 2)
lim-= 0;
p=o Cip, Q,s + B)

also, if Q is an exceptional point of s with respect to 2+JB,

C(p,Q.2 + B)
lim- = 0.
,=o      Cip, Q, s)

Suppose that

lim inf UiM) = UiQ) + h,        M in 2, h > 0.
M=Q

Let 6 be any fixed number O<0<1. Since UiM) is lower semicontinuous, it

follows that, given e>0, there is a spherical neighborhood T(pi, Q), such that

Hence

UiM) > UiQ) +dh, M in 2, QM < pu

UiP) > UiQ) - €, P in W, QP < pi.

t The question is now answered in the affirmative, by A. J. Maria, The potential of a positive

mass and the weight function of Wiener, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 20

(1934), pp. 485-489.
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C(p, Q)U(Q) > C(p, Q, 2)[77(6}) + 6h] + C(p, Q, s + B)[U(Q) - e],

0 > 6hC(p, Q, 2) - 6C(p, Q, s + B),

(12) —;- <—> p < pi.
C(p,Q,s + B)     eh

Similarly, if

lim inf U(M) = U(Q) + h,        M in 2 + B, h > 0,

there exists p2 such that

C(p,Ç?, 2+ 7?)       6
(13) - <—; P < p2-

C(P,Q,s) Oh

From this the conclusions of the theorem are evident.

Corollary. .4ra exceptional point of s with respect to 2 is a point of s of

spatial density unity in s+B. If s is a set of Lebesgue spatial measure zero it

has no exceptional points with respect to 2+5.

We remark that the exceptional points of s with respect to 2 must all be

regular boundary points of 2, since an irregular boundary point of 2 cannot

be a point of spatial density unity on s+B (see §23, below).

Perfect totally disconnected sets, of which the typical example is the

spatial discontinuum, need not be of zero spatial measure. But they are

closed sets of dimension zero in the sense of Menger. The following theorem

about such sets may be proved very simply.

Theorem II. If s is of dimension zero at Q, Q cannot be an exceptional

point with respect to 2. If s is of dimension zero, none of its points are excep-

tional with respect to 2.

If s is of dimension zero at Q, in any neighborhood about Q there is con-

tained a neighborhood ß, to which also Q belongs, whose boundary ß* con-

tains no points of s. The set ß* is at a positive distance from the closed set s,

and, for ß small enough, since it contains at least one point of 2, lies entirely

in 2. The lower bound of U(M) for ß is taken on at some point Mx of ß*.

Hence by taking a sequence of neighborhoods with diameters which approach

zero as a limit we obtain a sequence of points Mx, M2, ■ ■ ■ , Um Mi = Q, Mi

in 2, such that U(Q) ̂  U(Mi).

The second part of the theorem is a consequence of the first, for a set of

dimension zero is of dimension zero at every one of its points.
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7.2. An exceptional case. The accompanying figure illustrates a point Q

of s for which lim inf (ilf = Q) UiM) > UiQ), M in 2. The set B is vacuous,

and F=s, mass being deposited only on s.

We construct a surface of revolution St, made in part of a sphere with

center O and in part of an exterior Lebesgue spine with vertex at Q, the

sphere being pierced opposite Q on QO, so that the complement of Si becomes

a domain. To Si is applied a conductor potential distribution (see §15) with

potential UiiM). The point Q being irregular for the domain W—Si, we

know, from the symmetry of the figure about OQ, that, as M approaches Q

along the extension of OQ (from the right, in the figure),

lim UiiM) = UtiQ) - 1 - * < 1.

We now adjoin to the end of the spine, on the same axis of revolution, a

closed surface of revolution S2, exterior to St, such that on S2, in the neighbor-

hood of Q, UiiM)tl—k/2. Throughout B2, the region interior to St, we dis-

tribute a uniform mass, of density sufficiently small so that its potential no-

where exceeds the value k/S. Accordingly the inferior limit of the potential

of the total mass, for approach to Q, is still obtained by a path through the

region B2. In the figure so far constructed we have F = B2+Si+S2.

We may now eliminate the interior mass and still retain the desired prop-

erty. Denote by cr the projection of B2 on the x, y plane, and let the points

P* of <r, for which x and y are both rational, be put in countable order. With

Rk as center of base, construct a cylindrical surface crk of length I, long in

comparison with the diameter of S2, remove the mass from the interior of the

tube, and place a uniform mass on the surface of the tube, so that

(i) the potential of this mass at any point in the set 0k common to the

interior of the tube crk and to B2 shall be è 2,

(ii) the potential of this mass at Q shall be <2-<(£/8),

(iii) the tube <rk shall be exterior to the tubes ai, cr2, • • • , ak-i, if Rk is

exterior to them; otherwise Rk shall be omitted from the sequence,
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(iv) the sum of the masses on all the crk shall be finite. This construction

is possible, since a segment of a straight line is a point set of zero capacity

in three dimensions; that is, any positive charge on the line wiU make the

potential infinite at some point.

The set Sx+S2+B-ZOk+F', where F' denotes the closed cover of 2<rt,

is closed and bounded. We take this set as the set s, and denote by U(M) the

potential of the masses distributed on s. For 2 we have the entire set comple-

mentary to s. We have evidently

77(0 ^ 1 - 3ft/4,

lim inf U(M) > 1 - ft/2,        M in2.

Hence

lim inf UiM) > U(Q) + ft/4,        If in 2.
M-Q

Incidentally, we know that j is of positive spatial measure, of set density 1

at Q, and that Q is a regular boundary point of 2.

7.3. A theorem on the inferior limit. We prove the following

Theorem. Let Q be a point of s, x, y two arbitrary directions at right angles,

ß an arbitrary neighborhood of Q. Then Q is not an exceptional point of s with

respect to 2+P unless the set Q-s contains a family of closed rectangular con-

tours, with directions parallel to x, y, whose vertices constitute a set of positive

spatial measure.

Let z be a direction normal to x, y. Denote by T(p, Q, E) the portion of

T(p, Q) which lies in the Borel measurable set E. Then

(14) r(p,<2,£)=   f'c(p,Q,E)dp.
Jo

Suppose the theorem is not true, and thus that

(15) Urn inf U(M) = U(Q) + 3h,        M in 2 + B, h > 0.

Let E denote the set of points in W where U(M) g 77(C) +h; it is closed.

Given ij>0, there exists p0>0 so that for p^po, T(p, Q, E) is contained

in ß and

meas T(p,Q, E) ^ (I - vH*P3/3,

T(p, Q, E) lies in s,

lim inf U(M) è U(P) + h,        M in S + B, P in T(p, Q, E).
M=P
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In fact, by (15), for p sufficiently small, U(lí)>U(Q)+2h, M in 2+5,
QM<p. Hence Tip, Q, E) lies in s, and the second and third of conditions

(16) are satisfied, for such p. Now, similarly to (13), for p sufficiently small,

given «>0,

Cip,Q,W -E)<^-Cip,Q,E),
h

e+ h
Cip,Q) <——Cip,Q,E),

h

T(p,0 <:-—Tip,Q,E),
h

from which follows the first of equations (16).

On almost any plane z = const., UiM) is continuous along almost all lines

x = const, and y = const, (see §3). Select then a non-exceptional plane z = Zo,

which cuts r(po, Q, E) in a set of positive superficial measure, and in this

plane a line y = y0, which cuts T(p0, Q, E) in a set Ex of positive linear measure.

On almost all lines x = const., whichpass through points of Ex, UiM) is con-

tinuous.

There is a closed subset Fx of Ex of positive measure, such that

Um (y=yo) Uix, y, z0) = i7(x, y0, Zo) uniformly, for x in Fx; that is, ¿5'>0

exists so that

(17) Uix, y, zo) - Uix, y0, z0) < h/4,        | y - y01 ¿ 5',        x inP«.

In fact, let {y,} be a sequence of values, tending to y0. Since <7(x, y, z0)

is lower semicontinuous, the sets of points in a rectangle a<x<b, y o >y > y,-,

contained in Tip, Q), where Uix, y, z0) >c and where ¿7(x, y, z0) <c respec-

tively, for any c, are measurable Borel; hence their projections on y=y0 are

also measurable Borel. But these are respectively the sets where/,(x) >c and

<p,(x) <c,fiix) being the upper bound and <p,(x) the lower bound of ¿7(x, y, z0)

considered as a function of y, y0 > y > y,-, for x in the interval a <x <b. Hence

fiix) and (p,(x) are measurable Borel, and

lim fiix) = Uix, y0, Zo),        lim c6,(x) = £/(x, y0, z0),        x in Ex.
I°~M ,'=00

But, by Egoroff's theorem, corresponding to the sequence {i}, there is a

closed subset Fx of 2ït, of measure differing arbitrarily little from that of Ex,

such that the approach of /¿(x) and <p.(x) to their limiting values is uniform,

for x in Fx. Also, for yo > y > y,-,

c>,-(x) - í/(x, y0, Zo) ¿ Uix, y, z0) - Z7(x, y0, z0) Si fiix) - Uix, y0, z0),
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so that the approach of the middle member of this inequality to zero is uni-

form for x in Fx.

For almost all the points of Fx the linear set density of Fz is unity. Select

one of these non-exceptional points (x0, yo, z0). For almost all lines y = const.

in the plane z=Zo, U(M) is continuous. We may therefore apply the sort of

argument just used in the case of Fx to the neighborhood of y0 on the line

x = x0. There exists then a set F„ in y, | y—yo | ^ b', of positive measure on the

line x = xo, and a 5" >0 such that

(18)    U(x, y, s«) - U(xo, y, z0) < h/A,        for | x - x01 < S", y in Fv.

We may choose the (x0, y0, z0), b', b" so that the entire figure lies in the

sphere of center Q and radius p0.

Consider then a rectangle in z = za, composed of two lines x = Xx, x = x2,

xx,x2inFxandtvfO lines y=yx, y = y2,yx,y2 in Fv, with |*i —*o|, \x2—x0\ <b",

and |yi—yo|, |y2—yo| <b'. This rectangular contour lies entirely in s. In

fact, for any point on a side parallel to x, say (x, yx, z0), we have

U(x, yx, Zo) — U(x0, yo, z0)

^ U(x, yx, zo) — U(x0, yx, z0) + U(x0, yx, z0) — U(x0, y0, z0)

< Ä/4+ Ä/4 = k/2,

by (17), (18). But by the third of equations (16), since P = (xü, yo, z0) lies in

r(po, Q, E), M = (x, yx, zi) cannot lie in 2+P. Also for any point on a side

parallel to y, say (xi, y, zi), we have

U(xx, y, zo) — U(xx, y0, zi) < h/á.

But (xi, yo, zi) lies in r(p0, Q, E) ; hence (xx, y, z0) cannot lie in 2+P.

The set of points (xx, yx, z), (*2, y2, z), (xi, y2, z), (x2, yx, z), vertices of rec-

tangular contours which lie in s, for which | x2—Xx\ ̂ a, | y2—yi| ^.b, is closed.

Hence the set of vertices of all the contours of the theorem, for given direc-

tions x, y, is measurable Borel. But, as we have proved, this set cannot be of

zero measure spatially. This completes the theorem.

It will be noticed that Theorem I of §7.1 relates to measure and Theorem

II of §7.1 is topological in character. The present theorem partakes of both

characters. A set which has an exceptional point, by this theorem, cannot be

of zero spatial measure, since it must contain a set of vertices of positive

measure; it cannot be of dimension zero, since the neighborhood of an excep-

tional point must contain contours of dimension one.

7ra the plane, and for logarithmic potential, a boundary set s which contains

an exceptional point with respect to the complement 2+P of s contains a family

of rectangular contours, with sides parallel to given orthogonal directions, whose
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vertices constitute a set of positive superficial measure. It follows then that if s

is a boundary set and occludes no points from infinity it has no exceptional points.

This is a topological theorem of which the analogue in three dimensions, as

illustrated in §7.2, is not valid.

III. The energy equation

8. The Dirichlet integral and the averaging process. When   U is a po-

tential, the quantity

/dU\2    /duy    /dU\2

m (VE,)'-ta)+w)+(ir)
has meaning almost everywhere and is a measurable function spatially; for

the separate partial derivatives, according to §3, possess these properties.

Moreover the quantity in (1) is identical almost everywhere with the expres-

sion in terms of generalized or vector derivatives

iDxU)2 + iDvUy + iD.U)2

which is invariant of an orthogonal transformation at all points where DXU,

DVU, DJJ exist. We shall discuss the convergence of the Dirichlet integrals

(2) D = D(U) =    f (7/U)2dM,
J w

C   (du dv     du dv     du dV) r
(3)D(U,V)= ) + + KdM =        S7(U,V)dM.

J w  \ dx    dx        dy    dy        dz    dz ) J w

It is immediately verified that if ô(m) is a function such that

I   4>HM ¿ him), |   4>2dm ¿ 5(tw)
Je Je

when meas E¿m, then also, using the notation of §4 for the spatial average,

(4) \\ 4>(p',M)^ip",M)dM   ¿dim).
\ Je

We state this fact as a lemma.

Lemma. Let 4>(M), yp(M) be summable with their squares over W. The abso-

lute continuity of the integrals over measurable sets E,

f \4>(p', M))HM, f 4>ip', M)tip", M)dM,
Je Je

is uniform as p' and p" tend independently to zero.
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If U(M) is a potential of a distribution of positive mass on F, we have

(5) Uip, M) =   f k„(M, P)df(eP)
j w

where

3p2 - MP2
k„(M, P) =-—-

2ps

1
" MP'

is continuous in M, P with continuous partial derivatives of the first order,

and is superharmonic as a function of M. Moreover, since U(p, M) vanishes

continuously at oo and is harmonic outside a set F„, of which no point is dis-

tant from F by more than p, it follows by §2 that U(p, M) is itself the

potential of a distribution of positive mass f(p, e) on Fp; and, as is seen by

integration over a sufficiently large spherical surface, the total mass is the

same as that for U(M). It has already been pointed out, in the proof of the

theorem of §2.1 (the U (p, M) forming an increasing sequence of potentials),

that/(p, e) converges weakly to/(e) on a subsequence of values of p.

Since U(M) has summable first partial derivatives, and satisfies (16), §3,

U (p, M) has continuous first partial derivatives and satisfies (18), §4. In

particular, D(UP) exists. If V(M) is a second potential of the same kind,

D(U„■, Vp>>) also exists.

9. Convergence of the Dirichlet integrals. We shall prove the following

Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition that D(77) converge is that

D(U„) =   f  { VU(p, M)]2dM
J w

remain bounded as p tends to zero. Further

(6) DiU) = lim D(UP)

if DiU) converges.

That the condition is necessary comes immediately from the lemma of

§8, applied to dUp/dx, dUp/dy, dUp/dz separately. For it foUows that the

absolute continuity of /{ V77(p, M)} 2dM is uniform as p tends to zero. Hence

this integral is bounded, independently of p, on any bounded region. But

outside a certain bounded region, sufficiently large, 77(p, M) is identical with

UiM), for all p, as p tends to zero. Hence fw{ V77(p, M)]2dM is bounded,

MP <p,

MP è P,
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independently of p. Also equation (6) is verified. For since lim (p = 0)

{ Vi7(p, M) }?= { VUiM) }2 for almost all M, and the absolute continuity

of the integral is uniform, it follows by Vitali's theorem that

lim   f { 77U(p, M))2dM =   f {vU(M)}2dM,
P=0   J D J D

where D is any bounded region; on the other hand, the integrals extended

over the portion W—DoiW, where D is taken sufficiently large, are identical.

The condition is also sufficient. In fact, it is well known and immediate

that if <pi(M), 4>iiM), ■ ■ ■ form a sequence of not negative summable func-

tions, which have a limit, lim (i = °o)cp,(lf) =<p(M) almost everywhere on a

perfect set E, then

(7) lim inf   |   4>iiM)dM è    f 4>iM)dM,
<=oo      J ¡¡ J g

admitting -f» asa possible value of the right hand member. Hence if K

exists such that

f  { \7U(p, M)\2dM ¿ K, for all p,
J w

it follows from (7), taking p = 1/i, that { V'UiM)}2 is summable over every

bounded region D, and

f { 77U(M)\2dM ¿ K.
J n

Hence { 77U(M)}2 is summable over W.

We have also immediately the following corollary:

Corollary. If UiM), ViM) are two potentials of positive masses on F,

finite in total amount, such that DiU) and DiV) converge, the integral D{U, V)

also converges, and

(8) DiU, V) = lim £(£/„,, V,..),

as p' and p" tend independently to zero.

The convergence comes immediately from the inequality 2| 77(U, V)\

¿Í7/U)2+Í7jV)2; the limit property is a consequence of the uniform abso-

lute continuity, as in the proof of the theorem.

10. The energy equation. We prove the following
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Theorem. If D(U) exists, then

(9) DiU) -4* f U(P)df(eP),
J w

and if also D(V) exists, and p-(e) is the mass function for V, then

(10) D(U, V) = 4x f U(P)dp.(eP).
J w

Consider first (10). We remember that 77(p', M), V(p", M) are potentials

of positive mass distributions on bounded sets, and prove the following

lemma.

Lemma. IfD(Up., Vp..) = 1irfwU(p', P)dß(p", eP) and DiU), DiV) exist,

then DiU, V) =4-irfwU(P)dp(eP).

In fact, by the corollary of §9,

D(U, V) =   lim \ lim 7>(Z7„,, F.-) i = 4tt lim  i lim   f  U(p',P)dtí(p",eP)\

= é* lim   f  Uip', P)dßieP)
p' = 0 J w

by the weak convergence of m(p", e) to p-(e), over the proper sequence of

values of p", the function 77(p', M) being continuous. Whence, since 77(p', P)

increases monotonicaUy to 77(P), as p' tends to zero, by the definition of

generalized integral,

DiU, V) = 4tt I    UiP)dßieP),
J w

which proves the lemma.

To return to the theorem, we note that U(pi, pi, pi, M), V(p{', p2",

pi', M) have continuous third partial derivatives, and the identity (10)

applies to them as an immediate consequence of Green's theorem, their first

derivatives vanishing continuously at infinity like l/r2. Hence by successive

applications of the lemma, the equation (10) is established for 77, V. Equa-

tion (9) is obtained from (10) by writing V = U.

Corollary I. If D(U), D(V) are finite, then also D(U, V) is finite and

positive.

In fact, 7)(T7, V) is given by (10).

Corollary II. If D(Ui), D(U2), D(V) are finite and U2^Ux but U2^ Ui,

then D(U2) >D(Ui) ; D(U2, V) £D(Ui, V).
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Since there is a point where Z72 > Ui, there will be a neighborhood of the

point in which, almost everywhere, Z72> Z7X, by (19'), §4. But Ui, U2 vanish

continuously at ». Hence D(U2 — Ui)>0.

The second inequality of the theorem is an immediate consequence of

(10). Moreover, since D(Ui) and D(U2) are convergent Lebesgue integrals,

the same is true of D(U2, Ui) and of D(U2-Ui, UX)=D(U2, Ui)-D(Ui),

although Ui—Ui is not necessarily a potential of positive mass; hence also

D(Ui-Uh U2) and D(U2-Ui) =D(U2-Ui, U2) -D(U2-Uh Ux) are conver-

gent Lebesgue integrals. But

D(U2) =D(Ui+U2- Ui) = DiU/) + 2DiU2 - Uu Ux) + DiU, - Ut)

where D(U2- U/) >0, and by equation (10), D(U2 - Uh Ui) ^0.

Corollary III. The integrals D(UP-, Fp<<), D(U„>) are monotonie increas-

ing as p', p" decrease independently to zero.

Corollary IV. A necessary and sufficient condition that D(U) exist is that

the generalized integral fwUiP) dfiep) converge.

The necessity has already been demonstrated in the theorem. For the

sufficiency, we note first that

DiU,., U,..) = ^ f Uip', P)df(P", eP).

Choose now a sequence of values p/', decreasing to zero, such that the cor-

responding mass distributions/(p/', e) of the Uipi', M) converge in the

weak sense to/(e). Since Uip', M) is continuous,

lim   D(U9., U„r) = 4tt f  U(p', P)df(eP).
Pi"=0 ' J w

But by Corollary III, D(U p>, Up>>) increases monotonically as p" decreases to

zero; accordingly

DiU„., Up.,) ¿ 4tt f  U(p', P)df(eP)  ¿ iir f  Udf,        for all p', p".
J w J w

Hence, by taking p" =p, p' =p, D(UP) is bounded independently of p, and

D(U) is finite, by the theorem of §9.

Corollary V. A sufficient condition that D(U) exist is that U(M) be

bounded in W.
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